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WPT SERIES



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Diamond

Multilayered Black Eva

38 mm.

Carbon 18K

RACKET NERBO World Padel Tour Official Racket 2021
SERIES - WPT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657692

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

329€

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential 
security code we will know the 

source of the racket and the 
retailer who sold it in order to 

control the chain of distribution 
of the product.

RACKET REF.
PNERWPT21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The NERBO WPT 2021 retains all the character of its predecessor: powerful, 
solid and fast. With its new Multilayered Black Eva core, an evolution of 
the Multilayered Core that, together with the 18K carbon faces, allows an 
optimal distribution of the energy generated in hitting both low speed and 
power strokes, thus improving the performance in the game.

In the NERBO WPT 2021 we’ve spoiled you with the smallest of details: rou-
gh surfaces to maximise effects, lateral anti-vibrators built into the racket 
structure and a careful core design.

POWER     / 10

CONTROL /  9



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round

Multilayered Black Eva

38 mm.

Carbon 12K

RACKET TEMPO World Padel Tour Official Racket 2021
SERIES - WPT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657708

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

329€

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PTEMWPT21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

Precise as a watch and comfortable as a glove. This is the Nox TEMPO World 
Padel Tour 2021 racket, the official racket of the World Padel Tour.

Like its predecessor, the Tempo World Padel Tour 2021 racket stands out for 
its handling, precision and ball exit. A major new feature is the new Multila-
yered Black Eva core, an evolution of the Multilayered Core that, along with 
12K carbon faces, allows for optimal distribution of the energy generated 
by hitting both low-speed and power shots, improving your performance 
in the game.

In Tempo World Padel Tour 2021 racket we’ve spoiled you with the smallest 
of details: rough surfaces to maximise effects, lateral anti-vibrators built into 
the racket structure and a careful core design.

POWER      / 9.5

CONTROL /  9.5



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round

Multilayered Black Eva

38 mm.

Carbon 12K

RACKET NEXO World Padel Tour Official Racket 2021
SERIES - WPT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE -8436567657715

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

329€

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PNEXWPT21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The NEXO World Padel Tour 2021 Edition is the latest addition to the World 
Padel Tour Luxury family. With a fully round, low balance format it’s impres-
sive for its agility and manageability. But don’t be fooled: although it will 
delight players looking for precision and control, it has the character, ball 
output and power of its TEMPO and NERBO range partners.

It includes the new Multilayered Black Eva core, an evolution of the Multila-
yered Core that, along with 12K carbon faces, allows for optimal distribution 
of the power generated by hitting both low-speed and power shots, impro-
ving your performance in the game.
In the NEXO World Padel Tour 2021 Edition we have spoiled you with the 
smallest of details: rough surfaces to maximise effects, lateral anti-vibrators 
incorporated into the structure of the racket and a careful design of the 
core.

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



ADVANCE 
WPT SERIES



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Diamond

HR3

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K

RACKET ATTRACTION World Padel Tour Edition 2021
SERIES - WPT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657791

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

175 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PATTWPT21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The Attraction World Padel Tour 2021 is a padel racket oriented entirely to 
the attack game. Designed for players who enjoy controlling the net and 
smashing, the racket features anti-vibration system to protect players from 
injuries and HR3 rubber used in professional rackets.

POWER     / 9.5

CONTROL /  8



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round oversized

HR3

38 mm.

3K Fiber Glass

RACKET EMOTION World Padel Tour Edition 2021
SERIES - WPT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657807

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

175 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PEQUWPT21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The EMOTION World Padel Tour 2021 Edition is a padel racket that stands 
out for its slightly oversized mould that provides a very wide sweet spot. It 
will delight players who seek maximum comfort in each stroke and also in 
those slightly off-centre shots. It incorporates the AVS lateral anti-vibration 
system and roughness on the faces that will help to give players greater 
effects.

POWER      / 8

CONTROL /  9.5



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round

HR3

38 mm.

3K Fiber Glass

RACKET EQUATION World Padel Tour Edition 2021
SERIES - WPT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657814

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

175 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PEQUWPT21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

Discover the perfect equation: a combination of handling, control, precision 
with a great touch, and wide sweet spot provided by the combination of 
rubber used in professional rackets. The new Equation World Padel Tour 
Edition 2021 is a racket with medium balance and anti-vibration system to 
protect players from injuries and high-performance fiberglass surface.

The ruggedness of the surface is achieved with transparent 3D sheets which 
help players to get more power in their shots.

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  8.5



100% carbon

350-365 g.

Round

HR3

38 mm.

3K Fiber Glass

RACKET EQUATION LADY World Padel Tour Edition 2021
SERIES - WPT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657821

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

159 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PEQUWPT21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

Discover the perfect equation: a combination of handling, control, precision 
with a great touch, and wide sweet spot provided by the combination of ru-
bber used in professional rackets. The new Equation Lady World Padel Tour 
Edition 2021  is a racket with medium balance and anti-vibration system to 
protect players from injuries and high-performance fiberglass surface.

The ruggedness of the surface is achieved with transparent 3D sheets which 
help players to get more power in their shots.

POWER     / 9

CONTROL /  8.5



LUXURY SERIES



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Tear drop

HR3 CORE

38 mm.

12K Carbon

RACKET AT10 LUXURY GENIUS ARENA

SERIES - LUXURY TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657869

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

288 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PAT10GENIUS21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

After the resounding success of the AT10 LUXURY GENIUS, the new AT10 
LUXURY GENIUS ARENA is here, developed alongside Agustín Tapia. It sha-
res the same mould and materials as its predecessor, which Agustín loved. 
This model introduces a new rough finish with silica sand to produce greater 
effects. It features the AVS anti-vibration system to reduce vibrations trans-
mitted to your arm to a minimum.

POWER     / 9

CONTROL /  10



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Tear drop

HR3 CORE

38 mm.

12K Carbon

RACKET AT10 GENIUS AGUSTIN TAPIA’S RACKET

SERIES - LUXURY TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567655575

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

288 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PAT10GENIUS

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The AT10 GENIUS is the new padel racket developed jointly with Agustín Tapia for the 
new season. It shares the same mould and HR3 rubber core that Augustine liked so much 
in the previous model during 2019. As a novelty, it incorporates the 12K carbon fiber and 
a rugged finish on the surfaces at the express request of the player. 

This racket has a bright aesthetic, designed to meet the taste of the “Pearl” of world 
padel. It also incorporates the AVS anti-vibration system to minimize the vibrations trans-
mitted to your arm.

Unlike other brands, our players play with the padels from our collection without any 
special modifications. So, with the AT10 GENIUS you can feel the same sensations on the 
court as “El Genio de Catamarca”, the Catamarca genius Agustín Tapia.

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Drop

HR3

38 mm.

12K Fiber Carbon

RACKET ML10 LUXURY BAHIA

SERIES - LUXURY TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657739

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

288 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10LUXBAHIA

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The ML10 LUXURY BAHÍA was born as a tribute to the city that saw the 
birth of one of its most illustrious athletes, Miguel Lamperti, also known as 
the “White Bay Rifle”. We are looking at a multipurpose padel racket, with a 
drop format and built with the best materials. In the ML10 LUXURY BAHÍA 
players will find a companion who contributes in defence and construction 
of a point but shows its true genius in the attack game, producing an im-
pressive performance in fast volleys and smashes.

Additionally, it incorporates the AVS lateral anti-vibration system and faces 
with rough finish to facilitate impact strikes.
All in a padel racket with spectacular design that combines carbon with 
silver and blue accents.

POWER      / 9.5

CONTROL /  9.5



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round

HR3

38 mm.

12K Fiber Carbon

RACKET
SERIES - LUXURY TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657876

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

288 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10LUXPERTO

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The ML10 LUXURY PERTO is a round-format, low balance and extraordinary 
handling padel racket specially designed with Miguel Lamperti for players 
looking for maximum precision and control in their game.

The combination of 12K carbon fibre on its faces with the HR3 rubber of the 
legendary Pro Cup makes the ML10 LUXURY PERTO a comfortable padel 
racket with an excellent touch that surprises from the first moment.

Additionally, it incorporates the AVS lateral anti-vibration system and faces 
with rough finish to facilitate impact strikes.

All this in a padel racket with spectacular design that combines carbon, with 
the NOX logo in fluoride yellow and silver details.

ML10 LUXURY PERTO
POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Diamond

HR3

38 mm.

12K Fiber Carbon

RACKET ML10 LUXURY SHOTGUN

SERIES - LUXURY TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657722

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

288 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10LUXSHOT

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

Get ready. Point. Shoot.

As if it were a rifle, the ML10 LUXURY SHOTGUN is a padel racket designed 
for players who base their game on pressuring the opponent, the attack and 
particularly the smash. THE SHOTGUN combines its diamond-shaped mould 
to generate more inertia in the smash with the 12K carbon power and HR3 
rubber response, very characteristic of all rackets of Miguel Lamperti a.k.a 
the “Bahia Blanca Rifle”.

Additionally, it incorporates the AVS lateral anti-vibration system and faces 
with a rough finish to facilitate impact strikes.

All in a beautifully designed racket that combines carbon with silver and 
red accents.

POWER     / 10

CONTROL /  9



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round

HR3 CORE

38 mm.

3K Carbon

RACKET MP10 LUXURY by Mapi Sánchez Alayeto

SERIES - LUXURY TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657753

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

288 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PMP10LUX21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The best players in the World Padel Tour era, the Sánchez Alayeto Sisters 
(“Gemelas Atómikas”), already have their own rackets.
This is how MP10 LUXURY, Mapi Sánchez Alayeto’s racket, was born. A low 
balance round-format racket that surprises in laboratory tests for its high 
strength and potential. The combination of 3K carbon fibre and HR3 core 
makes the MP10 LUXURY a manageable and fast padel racket from the back 
of the court, but that reveals its full potential in the game near the net.

Additionally, it incorporates the AVS lateral anti-vibration system and faces 
with rough finish to facilitate spin.

All this in a padel racket with spectacular design that combines carbon with 
details in aquamarine blue, bearing the twisted NOX logo.

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Diamond

Multilayered Black Eva

38 mm.

12K Carbon

RACKET MJ10 LUXURY by Majo Sánchez Alayeto

SERIES - LUXURY TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657746

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

288 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PMJ10LUX21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The best players in the World Padel Tour era, the Sánchez Alayeto Sisters 
(“Gemelas Atómikas”), already have their own rackets.

Majo is a backhand player, who plays a powerful and aggressive game based 
on viboras, volleys and smashes. If your style of play follows the same para-
meters, the MJ10 LUXURY will not disappoint. At its core is the Multilayered 
Black Eva technology, an evolution of the Multilayered Core that, along with 
12K carbon faces, allows for optimal distribution of the energy generated 
by hitting both low-speed and power shots, improving your performance 
in the game.
Additionally, it incorporates the AVS lateral anti-vibration system and faces 
with a rough finish to facilitate spin shots.
All this in a padel racket with spectacular design that combines carbon with 
details in red and with the twisted NOX logo.

POWER     / 10

CONTROL /  9



100% carbon

355-375 g.

Diamond

HR3

38 mm.

18K Carbon

RACKET LUXURY TITANIUM 18K

SERIES - LUXURY TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657777

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

288,00 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10LUX18K21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The LUXURY TITANIUM 18K  is a racket that incorporates the latest tech-
nologies and materials, notable including 7 layers of materials surrounding 
the EVA rubber and the 18K Carbon, which is light weight and high resistan-
ce. A racket with really extraordinary hitting consistency, that incorporates 
the anti-vibration AVS system and targeted at players who want to get the 
maximum power out of their play.

POWER     / 10

CONTROL /  9



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Diamond

HR3

38 mm.

3K Fiber Carbon

RACKET LUXURY TITANIUM 3K

SERIES - LUXURY TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657760

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

288 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10LUXTIT21

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The new LUXURY TITANIUM 3K shares all of the same features with its pre-
decessor that made it one of the most successful models of the brand: 3K 
braided carbon faces and frame mounted on a diamond-shaped mould for 
aggressive players who want a loyal ally.

Two improvements have been incorporated in this new edition: firstly, HR3 
rubber which, together with the 3K carbon faces, has been one of the most 
powerful combinations in laboratory tests. Secondly, we have incorporated 
the AVS lateral anti-vibration system turning the LUXURY TITANIUM 3K into 
a padel racket of extraordinary strength and consistency.

POWER     / 10

CONTROL /  9



PRO SERIES



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round

HR3

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K Silver

RACKET PRO CUP BLACK SAND
SERIES - PRO TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE -  8436567657784

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

220 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10PCROUGH

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The ML10 Pro Cup Black Edition Arena is the latest addition to the Pro Cup 
family. Identical in all aspects to your Pro Cup and Pro Cup Black Edition 
siblings, except for the finishing of the faces since the ML10 Pro Cup Black 
Edition Arena incorporates a rough finish with silica sand to produce a grea-
ter effect on shots.

The best-selling padel racket in the history of padel, now with a new rough 
finish so you have more options to choose from.

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round

HR3

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K Silver

RACKET PRO CUP BLACK
SERIES - PRO TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE -  8436567655421

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

220 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10BLACK

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The ML10 Pro Cup Black is the result of multiple requests from brand fans, 
who’ve asked for an ML10 Pro Cup with a black aesthetic. 

The Pro Cup Black is identical in terms of mould and materials as the ML10 
Pro Cup, and the only variation lies in the colour. 

The best selling racket in the history of padel, now sporting a new finish for 
extra choice.

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round

HR3

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K Silver

RACKET ML10 PRO CUP
SERIES - PRO TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436049569802

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

220,00 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10PCOOR

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The total racket.  Once they have tried it, nobody wants to put it down: com-
fortable, strong, powerful, longlasting. The ML10 Pro Cup is a racket that is 
suitable for any type of player. If you have any doubts about buying a racket, 
the Pro Cup will never let you down. This is one of the best selling rackets 
of all time and the first racket developed by Miguel Lamperti. A real classic.

Unlike other brands, our players play using unmodified rackets from the co-
llection. Experience the same sensations on court as Miguel Lamperti with 
this racket with a spectacular design, rounded shape and in white, red and 
gold colours.

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



100% carbon

350-365 g.

Round

HR3

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K Silver

RACKET ML10 PRO CUP SILVER
SERIES - PRO TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567653526

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

220,00 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10PRCUSIL

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The total racket.  Once they have tried it, nobody wants to put it down: com-
fortable, strong, powerful, longlasting. The ML10 Pro Cup is a racket that is 
suitable for any type of player. If you have any doubts about buying a racket, 
the Pro Cup will never let you down. This is one of the best selling rackets 
of all time and the first racket developed by Miguel Lamperti. A real classic.

100% Identical to the ML10 Pro Cup, the ML10 Pro Cup Silver is lighter in 
order to adapt It to women strenght

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



100% carbon

360-375 g.

ROund

HR3 Black

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K Silver

RACKET ML10 PRO CUP SURVIVOR
SERIES - PRO TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436049569765

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

220,00 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10PRCA

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The total racket.  Once they have tried it, nobody wants to put it down: com-
fortable, strong, powerful, longlasting. The  ML10 Pro Cup is a racket that is 
suitable for any type of player. If you have any doubts about buying a racket, 
the Pro Cup will never let you down. This is one of the best selling rackets 
of all time and the first racket developed by Miguel Lamperti. A real classic.

We have given the ML10 Survivor a camouflage look, for players that want 
to win battles.

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



100% carbon

360-375 g.

Round

HR3 Black

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K Silver

RACKET ML10 PRO CUP SURVIVOR GRIS

SERIES - PRO TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567653557

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

220,00 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10PRCUCOM

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The total racket.  Once they have tried it, nobody wants to put it down: com-
fortable, strong, powerful, longlasting. The  ML10 Pro Cup is a racket that is 
suitable for any type of player. If you have any doubts about buying a racket, 
the Pro Cup will never let you down. This is one of the best selling rackets 
of all time and the first racket developed by Miguel Lamperti. A real classic.

We have given the ML10 Survivor a camouflage look, for players that want 
to win battles. I would call it the ML10 Pro Cup Survivor Grey in order to 
avoid the feminine connotation of pink.

POWER      / 9

CONTROL /  10



CASUAL SERIES



30% carbon / 70% Fiber Glass

350-365 g.

Tear Drop

HR3

38 mm.

3K Fiber Glass

RACKET DRONE
SERIES - CASUAL TYPE OF PLAYER - OCASIONAL FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657838

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

120 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PDRONE

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The DRONE  is characterized by being a consistent, comfortable and fun 
racket which is very easy to play. It incorporates some of the racket techno-
logies of higher ranges, such as HR3 rubber or the roughness of their faces 
that, in combination with the carbon frame and the 3K fiberglass of the 
planes, make’s the DRONE  an excellent option for players who are looking 
for a racket with excellent features at a moderate price.

POTENCIA / 8

CONTROL /  9



30% carbon / 70% Fiber glass

350-365 g.

Round Oversized

HR3

38 mm.

3K Fiber

RACKET SILHOUETTE

SERIES - CASUAL TYPE OF PLAYER - OCASIONAL FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657845 

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

78 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PSILHOUT5

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

Specially designed racket for players starting padel or who are at an inter-
mediate level. The SILHOUETTE 6 is an oversized round racket that provides 
a higher sweet spot for more control on slightly off-centre shots.

Manufactured with a slightly lower weight range for greater handling and a 
longer grip length for easy two-handed shots.

POWER      / 8

CONTROL /  8



30% carbon / 70% Fiber glass

350-365 g.

Round

HR3

38 mm.

3K Fiber

RACKET X-ONE

SERIES - CASUAL TYPE OF PLAYER - OCASIONAL FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657852 

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

68 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PXONEC6

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

Ultimate padel racket for all kinds of games. Impressive control and power, 
the padel racket with the best value for money.

Now with HR3 rubber and 3K fiberglass. Perfect for all types of players.

POWER      / 8

CONTROL /  8



ULTRALIGHT SERIES



100% carbon

300-325 g.

Round

HR2 Core

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K Silver

RACKET AT10 GENIUS ULTRALIGHT

SERIES - ULTRA LIGHT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567657982

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

99 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PAT10ULTLIG

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

Agustín Tapia’s AT10 Genius little brother.

Revolutionary racket designed for junior players who wish to play with a 
normal-sized racket but with a handle adapted to their hand size. This rac-
ket with a closed heart made from ultra-light materials to weigh between 
300 and 325 grams really surprises with its power, agility, solidity and ball 
striking.

POWER      / 7

CONTROL /  9



100% carbon

300-325 g.

Round

HR2 Core

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K Silver

RACKET ML PROCUP ULTRALIGHT

SERIES - ULTRA LIGHT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567653632

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

99 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10ULTLIG

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The little sister of the ML10 Pro Cup by Miguel Lamperti. 

A revolutionary junior padel racket designed for male and female players 
who want to play with a normal-sized racket but with a handle adapted 
to their hand size. This closed heart racket surprises with its power, agility, 
solidity and ball striking and is made from ultra-light materials to weigh 
between 300 and 325 grams, really surprises with its power, agility, solidity 
and ball striking.

POWER      / 7

CONTROL /  9



100% carbon

300-325 g.

Round

HR2 Core

38 mm.

Fiber Glass 3K Silver

RACKET ML PROCUP ULTRALIGHT SILVER

SERIES - ULTRA LIGHT TYPE OF PLAYER - INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN CODE - 8436567653649

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

99 €

Units/box: 10

Box measurements:
60x40x30 cm.

With the new sequential securi-
ty code we will know the source 

of the racket and the retailer 
who sold it in order to control 
the chain of distribution of the 

product.

RACKET REF.
PML10ULTSIL

LOGISTICS

SECURITYNOX TECHNOLOGIES

CHARACTERISTICS

Frame

Weight

Shape

Core

Width

Layers

The little sister of the ML10 Pro Cup by Miguel Lamperti. 

A revolutionary junior padel racket designed for male and female players 
who want to play with a normal-sized racket but with a handle adapted 
to their hand size. This closed heart racket surprises with its power, agility, 
solidity and ball striking and is made from ultra-light materials to weigh 
between 300 and 325 grams, really surprises with its power, agility, solidity 
and ball striking.

POWER      / 7

CONTROL /  9



NOX TECHNOLOGIES

AVS Anti Vibration System Carbon Frame DCS Dynamic Composite Structure

RACKET FRAME TECHNOLOGIES

Absorption system for vibrations caused by 
off-center hits.

Carbon frame. By using this material in the 
frames we provide the frame, and racket in 
general, with greater rigidity and durability.

By using a greater amount of material from the frame up 
to four centimeters inside the racket face we minimize the 
difference in toughness between the frame and the face. 
Thus, when the ball is hit with the outer areas of the racket we 
minimize the possible cutting of fibers that could occur when 
the rubber sinks in.  

HR2 Core

HR3 Core HR3 Black Eva

Oversize Grip

HRS Core+

RACKET CORE TECHNOLOGIES

OTRAS ZONAS DE LA RACKET

Low density HR2 rubber core. Thanks to its lightness it is 
always used on rackets where the aim is for the ball to enter 
the core a little more and for it to feel softer.

High density HR3 rubber core, with the greatest memory effect 
thus attaining greater hitting power . HR3 high density EVA core with maximum memory effect. 

Longer racket handle to make it easier to grip.

The core has rubber that is even denser than the HR3. It 
increases the speed with which the racket core recovers 
its state prior to striking the ball. This rubber attains 
maximum power.

Carbon Alum Fiber 18K

3K Fiber Glass Silver 3K Fiber Glass Rough Surface

Carbon 18K Carbon 12K 3K Fiber Carbon

RACKET FACE TECHNOLOGIES

18K Carbon fiber with aluminum finish for 
more resistance and strike power.

Fiber glass face. Lots of flexibility and comfort 
when striking the ball.

Fiber glass with a metallized finish in order to give the 
material a level of rigidity that is between carbon and 
fiber glass.

Rough surface on the top layer of the racket face. It can 
be created using pre-moulded plastic or with a bath 
in low-grammage silica sand. This roughness attains 
more effective shots. 

Maximum stiffness and strength while maintaining the 
racket’s lightness thanks to the finest interlaced carbon 
microfilaments.

Carbon achieved by interweaving horizontal and vertical 
carbon threads. By achieving more stiffness it’s a thinner car-
bonz, and so, it weights around 25% less. We reduce the racket 
weight without losing stiffness nor durability.

The 3K weave is achieved by interweaving the fiber threads to form 
small squares. In our case we use a 3K fiber with a higher gram-
mage than normal carbon fiber to attain a more durable product.

Multilayered Core

Racket core constructed from several different layers 
of EVA Black rubber of different densities allowing op-
timum energy distribution across the face of the racket 
resulting in better power transfer in both low-speed 
and power shots.
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